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As he boldly went to steal the red oxen of geryon, the greek 
herakles approached the western shores of the inland sea and 
touched the edges of the known world. then, he raised two mounds 
to delimit it: the rock of gibraltar and the jebel musa, which have 
since been called the pillars of hercules. modern texts report that 
they once bore this inscription: nec plus ultra, nothing beyond. 
this mythical episode echoes the vast colonisation of the western 
mediterranean, during the time of hesiod, comparable to that of 
america two thousand years later. the adventure of christopher 
columbus in the indies also gave charles v's spain the honour of 
responding to the latin phrase. in 1516, the kingdom adopted it as its 
motto, amputated by one word, but increased by one hope: plus ultra. 
further and further.

In any field, the quest for prowess and self-surpassing are 
an essential part of the manly demonstration. the herculean and 
classical model of masculinity has endured dynamically through 
the ages by embodying a multiplicity of ideologies. courage, power 
and ancient combativeness are today part of a struggle centred 
on the individual. to negotiate with one's own limits is an art that 
is to be cultivated. rocky balboa: a character who responds to his 
fundamental vulnerability with a determination to win; a man who 
works for himself and thus for the dream of an entire people. as 
a hero, he carries the values of the nation of the united states and, 
in fact, shines on the whole world. hollywood usually produces 
fiction, and occasionally legends.

The birth of great stories is quite naturally accompanied by 
a flowering of artistic productions. just as naturally, the bronze 
statue of the boxer that thomas schomberg executed for rocky III 
was later donated to the city of philadelphia by sylvester stallone. 
it is still on display in the vicinity of his museum as an unusual 
graft of art history. in 2007, the small serbian town of !iti"te also 
acquired an effigy of rocky balboa, a revival of schomberg's work 
by the croatian artist boris staparac, less expensive than the original 
sculpture. in the formerly communist country, the youngest part of 
the population grew up identifying with this character determined 
to surpass his condition. the popular icon has gained the stature of 
an official monument.

An almost opposite operation took place with the sculpture 
spirit of ecstasy (1911) by charles sykes, famous as a radiator cap by 
rolls royce. the company had sponsored it in order to dissuade 
the owners who decorated their radiator grille with fanciful and 
sometimes racist figurines. it was significantly inspired by the divine 
effigy of athena niké standing on the bow of a ship in the monument 
commemorating the victory of samothrace kept in the louvre. the 
nod to the ancient symbol implicitly contributes to the brand's image 
of nobility and durability. miniaturised, cast in silver and multiplied 
on the scale of automobile production, it has become the indelible 
emblem of classic luxury. but it is also part of the tradition that 
gives female figures the role of muses or allegories rather than 
real actors of events.

This male heroism was assimilated by pierre de coubertin when 
he founded the modern olympic games on the plans of a fantasised 
antiquity. in 1910, he wrote that this competition constituted «the 
solemn and periodic exaltation of male athletics with [...] female 
applause as its reward». while it has since been forgotten, artists 
also competed in the games from 1912 to 1948. in painting, sculpture, 
architecture, music or literature, their challenge was to excel in the 
evocation of sport. at that time, the athletic virgin of the victory of 
samothrace was a source of inspiration for many artists and writers. 
boxing was also a favourite subject in the artistic avant-gardes as 
well as in these more official competitions.

perhaps coubertin had also understood that creation was to 
artists what boxing was going to be to rocky balboa: a wriggle 
in headwinds, a doorway to a wider horizon. for both of them, it 
is the narrative qualities of their trajectories that captivate us, the 
symbolism they mobilise and the unifying character of this or that 
act, much more than their successes. the failure and doubt they are 
imbued with appear, as is rarely the case, to be structuring forces. 
the first love relationships, for example, their outdated rituals and 
their persistent nostalgia are obviously part of it. it is perhaps to 
them that the first feelings of defeat are associated, those to which 
all the great trials that follow will inevitably refer.

And while mankind progresses bravely, there are always a 
few individuals who prefer to watch its footwork. mathias pfund 
is one of those less interested in the evolution of artistic forms 
than in the mechanisms that provoke them. for admitting that the 
world was already full of objects, he chose not to participate in 
the competition of new productions but rather to advise on what 
already exists. his working hypothesis, which borders on the social 
sciences, is to unearth in artistic objects the symptoms of the mores 
of the time. drawing on the consecrated blueprint of art galleries, 
he arranges his space just as he composes his stories, giving full 
space to isolated anecdotes and all the attention to the links he 
develops between them.

Muscles and monuments are the basic grammar of a heroic 
masculinity that mathias pfund has undertaken to unravel, and of 
which the plus and the ultra are the consecrated modalities. with a 
mood that borrows from caricature, his works highlight gender 
stereotypes. gender in the sense of social assignment to a binary 
gender, but also in the sense of the hierarchy of artistic genres. 
he is also interested in the presumptions in use about what a noble 
culture should be and the codes that underpin them. the privilege 
usually granted to unique works may finally fall away. for him, 
nothing is ever self-made: neither things, nor people, nor glory. the 
motivations of heroes are modelled on those of political structures. 
their anatomies are the sublimated image of the social body.

This is what appears when the two blocks are side by side, the 
two miniature masses of flesh in you're gonna love picasso (After 
schomberg & staparac). in the west as well as in the east, and indeed in 
both directions, the shapes circulate, each time being re-imbued with 
the aesthetic markers of the author and the culture that assimilates 
them. mathias pfund points to this hiatus in political displays, which 
mainly resembles a feint. the nation that appropriates another's 
emblems places its pride in the specific design of the works. its 
identity lies in the hand of the artists: it is above all a question of 
style. but it is also a way for it to salute the universal principle 
of copying and imitation which, to a well-made figure, gives many 
descendants.

He places himself on the sidelines of the battles of formal 
inventions. he proceeds by moulding and reproduction, becoming a 
commissioner, a compiler, transforming while hardly manipulating. 
sometimes polysemies make sense, sometimes they make puns. the 
degenerated copies of spirit of ecstasy, lined up on the radiator 
for after ecstasy, are aluminium melts after, as much as melts after 
ecstasy. heat of an erotic roar or small death of the statues and 
their symbolic weight. the woman appears in any case as a reward: 
where niké commemorates a military victory, cars crown a social 
success (because if you don't own a rolls royce at fifty etc.), as does 
the possession of works of art.

With « At least we still have the venice biannale », he diverts the 
medal designed by andré rivaud for the 1924 paris games. he made a 
CAST of it by reproducing four times the same part of the reverse 
side, the one showing the tools specific to sculpture (mallet, punch, 
chisel), curiously close to olympic sports equipment (polo, javelin, 
oar). mathias pfund thus makes an amused commentary on his own 
relationship to the invention of shapes. for him, it is above all a 
formality to be circumvented in order to reflect on the meaning 
of shapes already in circulation. the restored olympic games 
offered above all a peaceful terrain for the symbolic expression 
of geopolitical relations, and he emphasizes in passing the constant 
complexity of the ideological role of artists.

Thus mathias pfund thwarts the grandiloquence that certain 
biographical passages of public creators and figures can have. 
mathias + ella (10th anniversary remaster) belongs precisely to this 
intimate register. it is a brass plate moulded on an inscription he 
carved in concrete in 2010 with his girlfriend at the time. the artist 
restores and rehabilitates this graffiti, an elementary gesture of 
sculpture and affirmation of existence, to insert it with derision 
in his sparse selection of commemorations. ready to discredit all 
victories, starting with his own, he counts on the edifying power 
of failures to rewrite the virilist lesson of the plus and ultra.
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